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Abstract

A team of urban geographers from San José State University undertook to study
the relationship of the presence of trees, the urban forest, in retail commercial areas in the
San José Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area, or PMSA (comprising the built-up area
within Santa Clara County) as set against indications of high land values, with the goal of
being able to infer that the presence of trees, the planting of trees, resulted in higher land
values and all the accompanying attributes that would result, such as improved urban
ambiance, a more livable community, and, in short an improved life for all, both merchants
and customers. A total of thirty shopping centers, with representatives from the three
classes of: (1) Regional and Super Regional Centers; (2) Community Centers; and (3)
Neighborhood Centers were randomly selected. Also chosen were six older small
downtowns lying within the PMSA. These were: (1) Palo Alto; (2) Los Gatos; (3)
Mountain View; (4) Los Altos; (5) Willow Glen (within corporate San José); and (6)
Campbell.

A common procedure was involved with all. Vertical aerial photographs, taken in
1971 and in 1996, were obtained and digitally scanned for ready use in the computer.
Trees were counted for both dates, and the area of canopy they formed calculated; in many
cases, increase was significant, especially in the six downtowns. To account for land
values, the types of business establishments were classified for both 1971 and the present.
A profound change was indicated with many of the shopping centers and all of the
downtowns converting from local market neighborhood centers to broad area market
providers of high-end goods and services. While much of this change can be attributed to
increases in size of the total market, increased disposable income, and change in lifestyle to
that for which Silicon Valley is well regarded, the positive association with tree cover,
other landscaping, and architectural improvement is a contributing factor.

Results of the study are encouraging and support the interest to plant more trees in
commercial areas. This should not be thought of in a simplistic fashion, however, as the
broad totality of the causes of change, as exposed in the study, need to be taken into
account. A major suggestion: the findings of the study should be brought into discussion
with urban planning and development agencies to see and understand tree planting in its
broadest context in order to reach maximum cost-benefits.
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The Impact of the Presence of Trees on the Viability of
Shopping Centers and Small Downtowns in the San Jose, CA

Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area (PMSA)

Researchers in the Geography Department at San José State University undertook,
at the request of Our City Forest, to examine the relationship of the presence of trees
planted: (1) in planned, designated shopping centers; (2) parking lots and along city
streets in a group of major San Jose's PMSA old downtowns: Palo Alto, Los Gatos,
Mountain View, Los Altos, Willow Glen, and Campbell. Intuition and casual
observation suggest that the presence of trees found in these two types of retail centers
creates a more attractive physical environment and accordingly results in higher land
values, higher rents, and greater prosperity in general for the providers of goods and
services in addition to the esthetic enhancement of the area's urbanscape benefiting the
community at large, to say nothing of the obvious side benefits the urban forest has in its
mitigation of urban heat-islands.

A simplistic assumption could be made that for every' tree planted in a retail
commercial area a predicted  gain in sales and prosperity would result. Measurements to
support such an assumption would appear to be straightforward: just measure trees and
their canopy and relate these measurements to land values, or rents. In an aggregate,
comprehensive way, prosperous retail centers will very often have trees, thus leading to
the declaration of an association of trees and high values. Simple measurements,
however, are insufficient as variations on the theme are quite varied. For instance, a
prosperous Super Regional Shopping Center with its large, open expanses of nearly
treeless parking lots would have an "unfavorable" ratio between trees and dollar value
while a small, low real estate value shopping center, but with many trees in its parking lot
would yield a "favorable" ratio. The situation also has been observed, during the
conducting of the study, that some shopping centers added trees and landscaping after
they became prosperous because they had more money to put into their landscaping
budget. In others, a total remodeling, along with the addition of more trees and more
landscaping, accompanied a change of ownership, a general architectural improvement,
and the creation of a new tenant mix through the use of incentives (both positive and
negative).

A more comprehensive assumption is that the presence of trees is but one of
several variables affecting shopping center/downtowns viability. A major variability is
location, relative to customer base, arterial streets, freeway interchanges, etc. Others are
such things as market demographics, architectural style of the shopping center, quality of
landscaping, quality of the retail outlets, availability of easy, safe parking, and age of the
center considering that customers are attracted to the latest and greatest and happily
abandon the old. In short, many variables affect a commercial area's viability. Further,
the balance between customers and these retail areas is in constant flux over time. Even
the planned shopping centers, originally laid out in newly built residential areas to serve
anticipated requirements, have themselves evolved and changed since construction. A
common situation is where a neighborhood shopping center, which once had most of its
stores serving the needs of young families finds itself, in later years, surrounded by
"empty nesters" interested in dining out and recreation rather than diaper services and
variety stores.



Possible approaches to the problem

Direct measurement of land values — selling price, rents, and leases — to find a
number for one side of the tree-monetary value equation — was considered. In addition,
to the many variables that contribute to a retail area's success or failure, as described
above, dollar values for property are, thanks to their inherent proprietary nature, nearly
i mpossible to obtain, especially as uniform, reliable, and authenticated data. Such data
are not reported anywhere, at least for the small areas visited in this study; they do exist
as aggregated data in census format and elsewhere  for whole corporate cities but
disclosure rules prevent them, appropriately, from being public information. Several
possible solutions were investigated by the study team: property tax records; commercial
real estate estimates; and taxable sales. Use of property tax figures, at least on an
historical basis, was ruled out because of the major change in the tax law resulting from
the passage of Proposition 13. Commercial real estate estimates are not uniform. Use of
taxable sales was attempted (results are included in the text) but full use was prohibited,
in part, because of the invoking  of disclosure rules for commercial areas with fewer than

partten establishments, and in pa because although tax data can be acquired from the State
Franchise Tax Board for samplings (with all firm names omitted), costs are prohibitively
high if enough businesses are included to provide a viable data base.

The Procedure

Trading on the notion that the public has a perception of the physical appearance
of retail centers (both shopping centers and downtowns), the researchers chose to
quantify that urbanscape and to compare these data with measurements of number of
trees and the canopy covers they collectively provide. This approach is wholly
compatible with the classic geographic approach of observing closely the nature of the
landscape, recording it, and analyzing it. Support for the approach is the realization that
the nature of the landscape, the pattern of retail establishments in this case, manifests a
whole suite of application of socio-economic-geographic principles and actions
consciously taken by individuals. As a simple example, the decision to open a high-end
shop is based, by the developer of the business, on an awareness of market potential,
competition, and all other factors that make a firm successful. A body of theory supports
this; a good example is the principle of equilibrium, established by August Losch in the
1930s in which he states that "location must be as advantageous as possible, that the
market will be fully occupied by competitors, that abnormal profits disappear, and that
market areas will be as small as possible." In application here, the San José PSMA has as
many regional shopping malls as can be supported and each has a definable market area.
Another binding principle is that of threshold and range. This states, simply, that higher-
end goods and services require a large market to support businesses and that customers
will come from great distances to shop in these markets. Thus, a regional shopping
center will have "hi gh-end" goods, and will be located at a highly accessible spot (a
freeway interchange, for instance). Accordingly, these locations are much sought after
and land values (rents) are high, much higher than those of a neighborhood center with its
local customers and local market offerings.

The second major element in the procedure was the decision to make comparisons
between an earlier time and the present following the notion that the introduction and
growth of trees from the date selected, 1971, and present would correlate with a
change in the urbanscape. Specifically, an association — though not necessarily causal
— would be manifested between an increased sylvan character and a move toward the
dominating offering of "high-end" goods and services.



The procedure followed then was one of first observing and recording the number
and size of trees in each of 30 shopping centers and 6 downtowns in 1971 (from
interpretation of historical photographs) and then again in 1997, from aerial photographs
and specific measurements made in the field. Second, for each observed case, the types
of businesses would be recorded, classified, and analyzed both in 1971 and in 1997.
Comparisons would then be made on a center by center, downtown by downtown basis,
and related to the change (usually a significant increase) of the number of trees and the
area of their canopies. These retail classes were grouped into: (1) Broad area customer
base, high-end goods and services; and (2) Local area customer base, convenience goods
and services.

With some interesting (and explainable) exceptions, strong, positive associations
were seen. All the downtowns went from a position of being largely local service centers
to regional  or mini-regional centers with a majority of their businesses offering high-end
goods and services. Following all accepted principles, this has to mean that land values
increased thus leading to the claim that at least the existence of a greater number of trees
in these areas must be a contributing factor to their success. This is offered with the full
realization that during the last twenty-five years, Silicon Valley has been the scene of
unprecedented growth in population numbers, great increase in disposable income, and
has produced a significant change in life style where expectations to participate in the
"good life" are perhaps, higher than almost anywhere at anytime in history.

Details of the study begin with a section on the planned shopping centers and
concludes with the six downtowns. Specifics on method and findings appear under each
heading.



Shopping Centers

Introduction

This portion of the study is focused on inquiring into the possible relationship
between trees/landscaping and the profitability of shopping centers. Thirty shopping
centers, all falling within the San Jose PMSA, were randomly selected for the study. Each
is examined on both an individual, and aggregate basis, illuminating the role trees play in
the evolution and viability of the centers. Unlike downtowns, which have evolved on a lot-
by-lot, store-by-store basis over a period of years, the shopping center is a geographically
integrated collection of businesses, designed on the drawing board, built, and managed as
a complete unit, and capable of furnishing the daily needs of goods and services on a one-
stop basis for their respective customers.

Shopping Center Profitability

According to J. Dennis Lord (1985), a shopping center has a distinct life cycle,
graphically depicted as a normal bell-shaped curve. At the apex of the curve the center
experiences maximum revenue generation. A wide range of economic and geographical
variables influence a shopping center's traverse along the curve. These can range from
new centers influencing other shopping centers, new transportation corridors affecting
accessibility to the centers, changes in the demographics of the surrounding residential
population, to the relative strength of local and national economies.

Shopping center industry analysts point to a suite of options that are often utilized
by the shopping center owner in response to a changing retail landscape. These options
may be employed either singularly or in conjunction with others:

1. Invest no money in the center and keep leases low to insure full occupancy.

2. Remodel the exterior of the center, giving the buildings a more contemporary
look; landscape changes and the planting of trees consistently accompany these
efforts.

3. Completely rebuild the center or significantly increase the Gross Leasable Area
(GLA); here too, landscape changes and the planting of trees consistently
accompany these efforts.

4. Change the tenant mix, allowing the center to draw on a more profitable
customer base. Some tenants need to be replaced if their sales volumes are too
low, while others will outgrow their original spaces, and some may need to
downsize. Changes in tenant mix are designed to strengthen the overall
operation of a shopping center.

All of the shopping centers in this study exercised one, if not several of the above
mentioned options. In all cases, managers have been concerned with melding the
components of the center — the tenants, the structure of the buildings, and the appearance of
the site — in order to create the proper ambiance for the consumer, allowing the shopping
center to compete for the almost $1 trillion of annual US retail sales. It cannot be over
emphasized that any modification of existing structures, alterations in landscaping and/or
increased tree planting, or changes in the center's tenant mix is a response by the shopping
center owner or real estate development firm to changes in the market, and an attempt to
continue the economic viability of the shopping center in the face of market variability.



Method

Since tree canopies take many years to fully develop, it proved necessary to begin
our study in 1971, comparing historical tree canopy coverage with the contemporary
(1997) tree canopy coverage. Sale and leasing figures of business properties are difficult
to use as indicators of how trees affect economic viability; these types of records generally
are not public, most often not historically archived, and tend to vary greatly from one
commercial area to the next. Property appraisals, lease rates, sales prices, sales marketing
time and leasing marketing time are volatile in nature and are driven by direct market
influences such as a business's location, current state of both the local and national
economies, type and size of business, and the individual whims of business property
owners and managers. Our efforts are directed at examining the long term relationship
between trees and commercial viability.

Site Selection

Using a map of Santa Clara county, and a 1971 shopping center business listing
published by the San Jose Mercury News, most of the county's shopping centers were
identified, located, and plotted on the map. Subsequently, a random stratified sample of
the shopping centers was taken yielding four regional, twelve community, and fourteen
neighborhood shopping centers.

Classification

Each shopping center included in the study falls into one of three categories:
regional, community, and neighborhood. The amount of Gross Leaseable Area (GLA)
determines the category into which a center falls. The 1971 categories are as follows:



Data Acquisition

Initial efforts at data acquisition were fourfold: first, the assessed property value of
each shopping center (1971 and 1997) was to be obtained; second, the sales tax data of
each center (1971 and 1997) was to be acquired from the California Board of Equalization,
third, aerial photos of each site (1971 and 1997) were to be gathered and subsequently
interpreted, and fourth, current field observations and measurements were to be taken,
concentrating on ground based measurements of tree counts and canopy coverage as well
as identification and classification of business types within each shopping center.
Historical (1971) property values, sales tax data, tree count and canopy coverage, and
business classifications were to be compared to the current data (1997). The thrust of this
comparison was to determine the long term effect trees and landscaping changes may have
on the continued viability of these shopping centers, both on an individual basis as well as
an aggregate basis. Simple regression analysis on pairs of variables were to be employed,
i.e., percent change in property values from 1971 to 1997 and percent change in tree
canopy coverage from 1971 and 1997, in order to determine whether a relationship existed
between trees and commercial viability.

Difficulties in data acquisition arose in two key areas. Proposition 13 precluded the
use of assessed property values, while monetary constraints and disclosure laws prevented
gathering sales tax data. Our research indicates that assessed valuation of property (based
on county tax assessor records) would be unsuitable for this study due to the passage of
California's Proposition 13 in the late 1970s. This measure virtually froze all property
assessments at 1976 levels, allowing no more than a 2% increase of assessed value per
year unless a property was sold. If sold, the property would be reassessed at the current
fair market price, remaining at the new assessed level plus the maximum 2% increase per
year until the property was sold again. Accordingly, 1997 property values of the sampled
shopping centers (as well as the downtown businesses) in this study would be based on
market values of the last year in which they were sold (any one of the last 20 years), or
1976 if they have remained under the same ownership, plus the annual 2% increase.
Considering the variability in assessed values, created by Prop 13, it would have been
necessary to have each property reassessed by an outside agency at considerable cost.

Regarding sales tax data, California state law prohibits the dissemination of these
data on an individual business basis. Businesses must be aggregated into groups of at
least ten before the data will be released. This caveat made acquiring 1971 data for four of
the neighborhood centers (Fair Oaks, Wolfe-Reed, University, and Foothill Plaza)
impossible since they contained fewer than ten businesses. Further, a fee of six dollars per
business is charged by the State Board of Equalization. A count of businesses from 1971
and 1997 yields a total of 1,889 businesses, requiring an outlay of $11,334 to acquire the
sales tax data, clearly outside the budgetary limitations of this study.

It should be noted that the role trees play in influencing commercial viability is
much more subtle than the more direct market and geographical forces at work in
determining commercial viability, i.e. new centers influencing the market structure, new
transportation corridors affecting accessibility to the centers, changes in the demographics
of the surrounding residential population, local tax structures, and the relative strength of
local and national economies. As such it is difficult to say whether the use of sales tax data
would have yielded any correlation between sales and tree canopy coverage.

Aerial photos of each shopping center were purchased from Air Flight Services for
both 1971 and 1997. Each photo was scanned and written to compact disc for ease of
transport and the inherent flexibility of digitized data. Historical data concerning business
listings and GLA were obtained from the Shopping Center Guide published by the San
Jose Mercury News, while current data was gathered through field observation.



Mensuration

Tree numbers and canopy area were obtained for both 1971 and 1997 through
photo interpretation. Trees were counted and canopy was measured by noting tree
diameter on the photographs and calculating area. Further, current field observations were
performed at each site recording tree counts, canopy coverage, and relative location of
trees. Businesses located in each of the 1971 shopping centers were listed and classified
using historical data included in the Shopping Center Guide published by the San Jose
Mercury News. Current business listings and classifications were obtained through field
observations. Gross Leaseable Area for each shopping center in 1971 was provided by the
Shopping Center Guide, while current (1997) GLA was obtained through the Shopping
Center Directory 1996-1997.

Data Classification

All data was classified and recorded in tabular fashion. Data classification for trees
consisted of:

1. Tree canopy in square meters — 1971 and 1997.

2. Tree canopy as percentage of total shopping center area in square meters — 1971
and 1997.

3. Tree canopy as percentage of shopping center parking area in square meters — 1971
and 1997.

4. Tree canopy as percentage of total shopping center footprint, or GLA in square
meters — 1971 and 1997.

Data classification for the shopping centers consisted of:

1. Complete retail business listings for each shopping center — 1971 and 1997.

2. Detailed listing of all businesses types in each shopping center.

3. Detailed listing of all eating and drinking establishments — 1971 and 1997.

4. Frontage in meters, depth in meters, and area in square meters of all eating and
drinking establishments.

5. Total footprint or GLA of each shopping center in square meters.

6. Total shopping center area in square meters.

7. Total parking area for each shopping center in square meters.

All retail establishments in each of the shopping centers were placed into two broad
classes, each containing a number of discrete store types, as indicated below.

Types of retail goods and service establishments

Broad Customer Base- High End

1. Rating and drinking (defined as all those offering seating).



2. Home furnishings (including boutiques, gift shops, collectibles).

3. Specialty clothing (mainly women's clothing).

4. Art galleries and framing.

5. Books and music.

6. Jewelry

7. Specialized sporting goods

8. "Yellow Pages" items, those highly specialized offerings that often select
string street locations but can prosper in old downtowns, largely because of
a known address.

9. Movie theaters.

Local Area Customer Base - Convenience

1. Local services (comprising shoe repair, cleaners, laundries, etc.).

2. Hair salons, nails, barber shops, beauty supplies.

3. Banks and financial institutions.

4. Printing and copying.

5. Optical (glasses and optometrists).

6. Florists.

7. Drugs and pharmacies.

8. Cameras, one-hour developing, film, etc.

9. Stationary.

10. Portrait photographers.



Findings for the shopping centers

Because of the aforementioned problems associated with acquiring assessed
property values, and sales tax data, it was necessary to employ observed land use data to
measure the relative financial strength of shopping centers and the possible relationship to
urban forest coverage. Shopping center classification inherently follows central place
theory, meaning that the region has a few regional shopping centers, more community
shopping centers, and a host of neighborhood shopping centers. The regional shopping
centers require a broad market and offer high-end goods, the community shopping centers
mid-range goods, and the neighborhood shopping centers offer mainly convenience goods
and services to their immediate markets.

In recent years all of the shopping centers have experienced an upgrading of their
retail character, in response to changing demographics and lifestyles, adding many
specialized restaurants and other high-end retail activities. In the following graphics,
figures 1 through 3, these higher end activities fall under the rubric of regional store types.
Looking at the shopping centers on an aggregate basis some patterns begin to emerge. In
1971 the regional shopping centers had a fairly equal mix of both regional and local store
types, with local types being more dominate in Eastridge and Stanford and regional types
more dominate in Valley Fair and Westgate. By 1997, regional store types clearly
dominated in these shopping centers. Simultaneously, a corresponding rise in both total
tree canopy per square meter and in tree canopy as a percent of GLA, figures 4 and 5, was
experienced in the regional shopping centers. Community shopping centers in 1971 were
almost evenly split between local and regional types, however in 1997 seven of the twelve
shopping centers were dominated by regional business types with a concomitant rise in tree
canopy coverage. Local shopping centers show a rather marked change in store mix.
They were completely dominated by local business types in 1971, in accordance with their
design. However, by 1997, about half had come to be dominated by regional store types.
While one might expect tree canopy to have increased proportionally this does not appear to
be the case.

Simple regression analysis was performed on several variables: (1) percent regional
store type and percent tree canopy per GLA for 1971 and 1997, (2) percent local store type
and percent tree canopy per GLA for 1971 and 1997, and (3) percent change in regional
store type from 1971 to 1997 and percent change in tree canopy coverage per GLA from
1971 to 1997 (for the increase in tree canopy coverage, and broad area businesses from
1971 to 1997 see figure 5.1). No correlation was found to exist between any of these
variables. This does not preclude an association between retail activity and tree coverage,
merely that the effect trees have on commercial viability is subtle and most probably
masked by other factors. Our research found it necessary to examine each shopping center
on an individual, rather than an aggregate basis, in order to provide a more comprehensive
view of the relationship between trees and commercial viability. Each shopping center is
examined individually on pages 33 through 92.
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Figure 5.1



The Nature of Eating & Drinking Establishments and
Their Relationship to Tree Canopy in Shopping Centers

In the course of studying shopping centers, both historically in 1971 and currently
by field work, the observation was made that many centers had added eating and drinking
establishments that clearly catered to a broad market, one beyond local neighborhoods.
Two reasons may be cited. For one, today's society has more disposable income, often
with two wage earners and a disincentive to cook at home. Another is the larger ethnic
population, each of which has characteristic foods, and thus restaurants. While many new
structures have been built to house these restaurants, many have simply moved into
shopping center space vacated by retail establishments whose business was captured by
larger centers or discount houses, for example, men's clothing stores or businesses
catering to young families with children.

That these restaurants form a higher end type of market (undoubtedly with more
trade than those establishments they replaced) translates to higher land values and higher
rent. In association with these higher values, many shopping centers have upgraded
landscaping, architecture and have planted trees, thus giving diners an enhanced ambiance.
This phenomenon of change of the older shopping centers is formalized in the design and
construction of many recently constructed centers. A prime example is Main Street (in the
Blossom Valley section of San José, see photo below) where restaurants and coffee shops
share the center with a major book store plus the usual convenience establishments, such as
a video rental place.

In this example of the Main Street Shopping Center, trees and street furniture
help create an inviting ambiance at the entrance of Starbucks. Note the trees
shading the parking area, and the environmental excitement of the short lines
of sight.

Beyond the obvious architectural differences, more attention today is being paid to
such things as tenant mix, landscaping, visual aesthetics and ambiance. These methods
and others are utilized with the intent not only to draw customers from beyond the local
area but also to keep customers for a lengthier visit. For experience has shown, the longer
a customer lingers the more chance there is that the customer will spend money.



The tenant mix for most of the shopping centers have changed dramatically since 1971.
This change is especially evident in the percentage of GLA used for eating and drinking
establishments. In some centers this increase has been several fold. Those shopping centers with
the greatest change include Cambrian Park Plaza (3% to 19%), The Prune Yard (2 to 22), Seven
Trees (3 to 22), Town & Country Palo Alto (6 to 46), Town & Country San Jose (1 to 18),
Lawrence Square (4 to 28), Fair Oaks (7 to 54), Piedmont Hills (0 to 23), and Almaden (0 to 34).
However, of these only a couple had an equally dramatic percentage of the shopping center
covered with tree canopy: The Prune Yard, with 229 trees covering 5 % of the center with their
canopy and Town & Country, Palo Alto, where 125 trees cover 9 % of the center.

Both of these centers are buzzing with activity. The Prune Yard has an extremely busy
parking lot at all times of the day and evening. Besides having many eating and drinking
establishments (most with outdoor seating), there is a Barnes and Noble Bookstore and a movie
theater to attract customers and encourage them to linger. Town & Country Palo Alto is also an
extremely healthy center, as it was in 1971, with an abundance of customers from the surrounding
community, the high tech industrial parks, adjacent Palo Alto High School with its many affluent
students, and Stanford University. With its plethora of eating and drinking establishments and
many old and large spreading oaks, many people can be seen there even with their sack lunches.

Some shopping centers had dramatic increases in the percentage of tree canopy, but the
total number of trees is small. One example of this is Seven Trees, which has only 1% of its center
covered with trees, but it had nearly a 5 fold increase in the number of trees (15 to 73) and a 10
fold increase in the percentage of the center covered by trees (.02 to 1%). This is very misleading
because among all the centers in this study, this is one of those most lacking in tree canopy,
especially when taking into account the fact that most of the centers trees are in the landscaping,

around the Burger King and its parking area at the northwest corner . In fact, except for this fast
food restaurant, there is little activity and few cars in the parking lot.

Data on regional, community and neighborhood shopping center data, eating and drinking
establishment data and tree Canopy Data for 1971 and 1996-97 can be seen in Table 2.



Table 1

Correlation and Regression Analyses
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Shopping Centers: Organization and Format

Aerial and ground photographs plus explanatory tables for all of the study's
shopping centers are presented on pages 33 through 92. Photographs for each shopping
center follow the same format: vertical aerial photographs for 1971 appear at the upper left
with current (ranging from 1994 through 1997) photos at the upper right. Below these are
ground photos (taken from the 1971 San Jose Mercury-News Guide to Shopping Centers),
and 1997 photos taken in the field by team researchers.

The standard shopping center classification (as it appears in the shopping center
guide) is used. It divides centers according to function and relationship to types of goods
and services offered. Neighborhood shopping centers are the smallest, and offer mainly
convenience goods and services to the nearby market. Community shopping centers are
an order above, have a broader area market, and purvey higher threshold goods.
Regional shopping centers are the largest, have the broadest area market, and goods and
services of the highest order; the threshold is met for profitable support of department
stores. Units in each of the classes are as follows:

Neighborhood Shopping Centers

Edgewood Plaza
Fair Oaks
Piedmont Hills
Wolfe-Reed
University
Ann Darling
Foothill Plaza
Orchard Farms
Mission Square
Caribbees
Argonaut Place
King's Court
Almaden
Santa Teresa Square

Community Shopping Centers

Cambrian Park Plaza
Foxworthy
Hacienda Gardens
Pruneyard
Seven Trees
Sunrise Plaza
Town & Country, Palo Alto
Town & Country, San Jose
Lawrence Square
Lo Bou's
Los Altos Rancho
Blossom Valley

Regional Shopping Centers

Eastridge
Stanford

             Valley Fair
                           Westgate

   





Statistics for Edgewood Plaza 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Edgewood Plaza has by far the largest tree canopy per GLA ratio. It is located on the
corner of the 101 Freeway and Embarcadero, the road which connects Stanford University
to the Freeway. In 1971 it had a large tree screen between the Freeway and the parking lot.
These trees have matured into giants. The parking lot also had planted trees, which
expanded their crowns. The center underwent some remodeling, but overall it has
remained unchanged. Its perfect location, affluent clientele, and a wooded appearance
made other changes unnecessary.





Statistics for Fair Oaks 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type, - 1997

Remarks:

Fair Oaks experienced a unique evolution. Its tenant mix went from local to a regional
makeup. This came from the fact that the center is now surrounded by large high-tech
manufacturing plants employing thousands. The center is filled with restaurants of diverse
ethnicity such as Mexican, Japanese, Filipino, Chinese, Italian, Thai, American, and
Armenian. At lunch time the parking lot is full. Being such a crowd magnet, the center did
not need to undergo renovations or expansions in order to stay competitive. The street
trees planted prior to 1971 matured into large-crown shade trees, giving the center its large
ratio.

* The 1971 aerial photograph does not show the expansion which was started that year.





Statistics for Piedmont Hills 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type- 1997

Remarks:

Piedmont Hills employed four methods trying to stay competitive in a changing
neighborhood-- renovation, expansion, tenant mix change, and tree planting. The center is
trying to redefine itself at this time, since the anchor store is vacant. If the right tenant can
be found, the center should become a financial success.



Wolfe-Reed



Statistics for Wolfe-Reed 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Wolfe-Reed evolved with a growing population. It doubled its GLA, attracted customers
from outside its immediate surroundings, and planted and cared for its trees. In 1971,
three large trees, one palm and two evergreens, dominated the center of the parking lot and
currently those trees still provide shade and an aesthetic benefit for the center.





Statistics for University 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

One of the smallest neighborhood center, University has been able to remain profitable
with virtually no renovation or expansion. Out of seven establishments, five sell food, one
liquor, and one is a beauty salon. Its proximity to Santa Clara University guarantees it a
steady flow of lunch patrons. In 1971, the parking lot already contained trees which
matured, further influencing the centers profitability.







Statistics for Foothill Plaza 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type, - 1997

Remarks:

Foothill Plaza employed all methods available to stay profitable: a thirty percent increase of
GLA, landscaping, tree planting, tenant control, and recently store front renovations. This
center is currently trying to establish a new identity within the community. Several
businesses of the center are vacant, waiting for tenants with a broad customer base.





Statistics for Orchard Farms 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

In 1992, all of Orchard Farm's buildings, except the anchor building were razed. With the
rebuilding, the layout completely changed, GLA more than doubled, and a large number of
trees were planted, giving the center one of the highest tree canopy/GLA ratios. This
figure will rise dramatically, as the trees are only six years old. Orchard Farms is one of
two observed centers moving from a neighborhood to a community classification.





Statistics for Mission Square 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Mission Square's role as a neighborhood center remains unchanged. The neighborhood
surrounding the center evolved into one of the most desired one in the city of San Jose.
With the resurgence of the neighborhood came profitability of the center. It responded by
renovating the small store fronts, but otherwise the center is unchanged. Trees planted in
1971 have reached maturity and separate the center from the street.



Caribbees





Statistics for Argonaut Place 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Argonaut Place, located in the affluent Silicon Valley pocket of Saratoga, changed its role
from serving the neighborhood to one of a broader customer base. It almost tripled in size,
and had the forethought when it opened to plant trees in the parking lot, which matured into
a very large shade-providing canopy.





Statistics for King's Court 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

King's Court employed expansion, renovations, tenant change, and tree nurturing in its
effort to maximize profits. Since King's Court has the fortune of being located in upscale
Los Gatos, a town proud of its tree-lined streets, trees play a big role in the center's
operations.





Statistics for Almaden 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Almaden increased its GLA by 25%, renovated the storefronts, planted trees, and brought
in some businesses drawing from the outside of the immediate neighborhood, such as
restaurants, cellular sales, and professional offices.



Santa Teresa Square



Statistics for Santa Teresa Square 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Besides increasing the GLA and renovating the store fronts, Santa Teresa square planted
more trees in the parking lot than any of the other studied centers. The parking lot is a
virtual forest, a welcomed sight on a hot day.





Statistics for Cambrian Park Plaza 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Typo - 1997

Remarks:

Essentially, Cambrian Park Plaza has not changed. The increase of canopy coverage is a
result of a few large trees growing over the last 25 years. Originally, the center's buildings
were constructed around existing trees, but otherwise no significant number of additional
trees were added over the time period. The center's location on the intersection of Union
and Camden Avenues, two major arterial ways, allowed the center to survive in the current
state. Its only gas station has been removed, and a building of roughly the same size was
added.





Statistics for Foxworthy 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Typo - 1997

Remarks:

Foxworthy Shopping Center used to be classified as a Community Shopping Center.
However, the current demographic make-up of the surrounding area cannot support such a
center. Twenty-five years ago the neighborhood was filled with families -- the children
grew up and moved out, leaving a smaller and aging population behind. The center now
functions as a Neighborhood Center. Comprehensive remodeling / relandscaping is
evidence of the Center's attempt to re-define its role in the area. Its gas station was
removed and a building of roughly the same size was constructed in its place.



Hacienda Gardens



Statistics for Hacienda Gardens 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Only the store fronts of the anchor stores received some renovations. The rest of the center
remains unchanged, has not been renovated or relandscaped, and a large portion of the
center is vacant. The low rents attracted a private grade school into the center.

* The large increase comes from the fact that in 1971 the center had virtually no
landscaping, therefore any increase in canopy appears as a major figure. The center had
the second lowest 1997 canopy/GLA ratio observed.





Statistics for The Pruneyard 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

•Remarks:

Although the GLA reflects no growth, the center underwent  a major renovation. Old
- buildings were raised to make room for new ones, two of them are now occupied by high-

profile retailers, Barnes & Noble bookstore and Trader Joe's. Even in 1971, the center
had more trees than most of the other Community Centers.



Statistics for Seven Trees 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Even with an almost fourfold increase in canopy coverage over 25 years, Seven Trees had
the lowest observed canopy/GLA ratio. It also has the second lowest percentage of
Regional Type Stores, which are housed in buildings unchanged from 1971. Of the seven
trees, Junipers, which gave the center its name, one has died and the rest are not far
behind.

*In 1986 a Burger King restaurant was added. The increase of tree canopy is due to the
extensive landscaping surrounding the restaurant.





Statistics for Sunrise Plaza 1971 • 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Sunrise Plaza underwent a complete remodel in 1992. Only the shapes of the buildings
remain the same. As with all observed remodeled/rebuilt centers, new landscaping and
trees were a major part of the overall design change. The tree figure is still comparatively
low since the planted trees are only 7-years-old. In the future, the center will look
something akin to Santa Theresa Square.





Statistics for Town & Country Palo Alto 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type,- 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Town & Country Palo Alto has survived since 1949 unchanged due to its location in one of
the most prosperous areas of Silicon Valley. Super Regional Mall, Stanford, is nearby,
but it has not drawn Town & Countries' customers -- it appears the centers complement
each other. The buildings were built around existing Oaks, one reason for the high 1971
percentage recorded.





Statistics for Town & Country San Jose 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

On the surface, both Palo Alto and San Jose Town & Countries share the same situation.
Both are near the biggest Malls in Silicon Valley, were built by the same company, and
share the same architecture. But unlike Palo Alto, which was able to keep its Regional
Type Stores, San Jose lost them, as well as market share, to Valley Fair. Plans have been
accepted by the city of San Jose to raze the center, construct 1,100 residences, and double
its GLA.





Statistics for Lawrence Square 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Lawrence Square had to adjust to a changed transportation network. Lawrence Express
Way, the road on the western side of the center was widened, moved, and elevated. Its
two gas stations were removed, and the center started to cater more to the local
populations, as see by the 12% drop in Regional Store Types. It also underwent a major
renovation in 1992, explaining the sharp increase on tree canopy coverage.





Statistics for LoBue's Plaza 1971  - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA  - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Although the center was classified in 1971 as a Community Center due to its size, in
function it was more of a neighborhood one. In 1987, it was completely razed; what was
once a bowling alley in the middle of the center is now a tree studded parking lot. LoBues'
appears to be a text book case for shopping center management. After 30 years of service
it was completely rebuilt, readying it for the next thirty.



Los Altos Rancho



Statistics for Los Altos Rancho 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Los Altos Rancho, like Town & Country Palo Alto, is located in a wealthy neighborhood.
It has been able to prosper without expansion or renovation. It did, however, change its
tenant mix to one resembling that of a regional shopping center. The center doubled its
canopy by planting fast-growing redwood trees -- these replaced the aging oaks, which the
center was built around.





Statistics for Blossom Valley 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Blossom Valley employed three methods for staying competitive. It renovated the store
fronts, covered the parking lot with shade trees, and manipulated the tenant mix to attract
more shoppers. It is at this time a vibrant, tree-covered center.





Statistics for Eastridge 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Eastridge, the second biggest mall in Silicon Valley, did not have very many options trying
to stay competitive. First, tenant mixes in regional malls are focused on a very large
customer base, an area not easily expanded, and mall space is too expensive to be filled
with stores drawing mostly on a local customer base. Eastridge, when first opened in
1971 was bigger than the largest mall currently operating, therefore expansion to remain
profitable was also limited. It's only avenues of trying to remain profitable consisted of an
image make-over, landscaping, and tree planting.

* The decrease in GLA is a result of anchor stores such as J.C. Penny's closing their
automotive services.





Statistics for Stanford 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Stanford Shopping Center is built on Stanford University property and the trustees have
control over major decisions. The center is located in one of the most affluent areas of
Silicon Valley. The center started as a small regional mall, then over its life span added
50% more GLA. Location, renovation, expansion, and landscape changes enabled
Stanford to corner the upscale retail market.





Statistics for Valley Fair 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type- 1997

Remarks:

Valley Fair has an interesting history. Prior to 1986, Valley Fair and Steven's Creek Plaza
were two separate shopping centers for 30 years. Then both centers closed for one year in
1986 and the centers were joined. Now Valley Fair has the highest tree canopy/GLA ratio
observed for regional shopping centers; it also experienced the largest degree of
renovation. The city boundaries of San Jose and Santa Clara bisect the center.





Statistics for Westgate 1971 - 1997

First Year of Operation

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1971

Canopy Coverage per GLA - 1997

Gross Leasable Area - 1971 (square meters)

Gross Leasable Area - 1997 (square meters)

Regional Store Type - 1971

Regional Store Type - 1997

Remarks:

Westgate is the smallest of the study's regional centers. The basic layout of the center has
not changed. It did however undergo a large remodel/relandscaping in 1989 and a smaller
one in 1996. A previously barren parking lot is now shaded, and 7 new buildings have
been added in the parking lot. Considering the fact that the center has to compete with
ultra-successful Valley Fair, it has faired well, owing to the management's vision to keep
the center as new as possible.



The Six Downtown Areas

In addition to the thirty randomly selected, planned shopping centers, six old
downtown areas in and around San Jose were selected for examination. Physical
modification work — the planting of trees along streets and in designated parking lots, the
construction of street furniture and decorative features, and the remodeling of on-street
parking — has been performed in all the areas. The areas (see Figures 40 through 43) are:

Downtown Palo Alto
Downtown Los Altos
Downtown Mountain View
Downtown Los Gatos
Downtown Campbell
The principal commercial district of Willow Glen (once an independent

incorporated area, now a part of corporate San Jose)

A fundamental difference in origin exists between the planned shopping centers and
these downtown areas. The shopping centers are all planned, that is they were designed on
the drawing board and built as whole units at a time integral with the subdivision of large
pieces of land for the construction of tract housing. The downtowns, by contrast, evolved
on a lot-by-lot, store-by-store basis over a period of many years. The original nucleus of
each town resulted from some local decision at the time of founding that was based on such
situations as being located at a road intersection, or at the railroad station (e.g., Palo Alto
and Mountain View, where the main street was always at right angles to the station).
Decisions to build commercial establishments, outward from these nuclei, were made by
local individuals, who presumed (some successfully, some not) that the opening of a
business establishment would be profitable. The pattern was usually linear, stretching
along a main street. In Palo Alto, this is expressed in University Avenue. In Mountain
View, it is Castro Street. Los Altos has its Main Street and the paralleling State Street. Los
Gatos has Santa Cruz Avenue, and the remnant of Main Street (part of which was lost when
Highway 17 was made into a freeway). Campbell has Campbell Avenue, and Willow Glen
has Lincoln Avenue. A few businesses are seen on adjacent side streets in all the
downtowns, the largest being Palo Alto, the smallest Campbell.

Trees and landscaping.

A fundamental difference in tree planting and landscaping exists also between the
shopping centers and the downtowns. For the former, the decision to plant or not plant
trees originally or the modification later is the result of a decision by the shopping center
owner (often a real estate development firm). For the downtowns the decision is a public,
collective one, and funded by public monies always with the notion that improvement is for
the general public good be it simply esthetic or with commercial advancement motivation
in mind.

Tenant Mix 



The Six Downtowns of the study area

The six downtowns, selected for the study, are the major old, small trade centers of Santa Clara Valley. All
were local centers supplying goods and services to their surrounding communities. All, except Willow Glen,
are corporate entities; Willow Glen, independent at'one time, was annexed by San Jose in the 1920s.



Downtown Study Areas: Mountain View and Los Gatos



Downtown study areas: Willow Glen and Campbell



the demands of the market place. As will be discussed under findings, the six downtowns
have responded to these market demands, and in the process have undergone dramatic
change in the past quarter century.

Shopping center/downtown relationships

Neither shopping centers nor the old downtowns operate in a vacuum. Common
wisdom claims that the building of shopping centers was the direct (and often principal)
cause of the decline of downtowns; the cry is still heralded by the supporters of downtown
San Jose that the culprit is Valley Fair. A more sophisticated view is that the loss of
businesses in downtown were felt first and mainly by retailers of mass appeal goods and
services (a category comprising general clothing-shoe stores, department stores, and
general household goods). Some others, some limited appeal specialty goods and services,
and some convenience establishments were also hurt as the principal customer base was
drawn to the shopping centers.

Today, however, and with details provided below, the downtowns have almost
entirely replaced the lost mass appeal shopping goods with eating/drinking establishments
and high-end specialty goods. Thus, downtown Palo Alto thrives even though highly
successful Stanford Shopping Center is nearby. To look at the situation in another way, the
market is not a "zero-sum game" today. General expansion of the total market plus a
dramatic increase in disposable income have resulted in such a much broader market that
not only do mass-appeal oriented malls/shopping centers thrive but most downtowns
prosper as well. That downtown San Jose and downtown Campbell have not shared in this
prosperity is probably due to other exogenous factors, not the least of which is a broad
enough base of near downtown residents of sufficient means, residing within walking
distance, to support downtown establishments; San Jose is currently attempting to build
such a base with its many new downtown housing complexes  and entertainment centers.

Structure of the study

This study has focused its efforts on defining the relationship between
trees/landscaping and growth in high-end retailing in the downtowns. A significant
increase in number and size of trees from 1971 to 1997 has been observed and recorded for
all six downtowns. A dramatic change in the retail character of the downtowns is also
recorded. They have all progressed from local trade centers to places offering a range of
high-end specialty goods and services for a market stretching far beyond the former area of
customers supporting these downtowns.

Method

Tree assessment. Using the process of mensuration of aerial photographs of two
dates of 1971 and 1996, tree numbers and canopy area were measured. Canopy was
measured by noting tree diameter on the photographs and calculating area.

Trees are found along the streets in the parking strip and in special planters (see
photo on next pate). Trees have also been planted in parking lots for their esthetic value,
the finished look they provide, and as shade in summer for parked cars.



Along Santa Cruz in downtown 
Los Gatos. 

Work is currently
underway along Santa Cruz
Avenue in Los Gatos to add to the
many existing trees planted in the
parking strip. Planter boxes and
decorative fencing and lighting
fixtures in conjunction with newly
planted trees lend a finishing touch
and enhance the ambiance of the
street as artwork. The presence of
these units also has the effect of
softening any harshness of the
street as a traffic arterial by
breaking up the view of the street
as a linear phenomenon and
enhancing the pedestrian tone of
the sidewalk.

In all six downtowns, tree planting has resulted in a profound difference in the
appearance of the main streets and parking lots. All were literally transformed from a
barren, commercial priority landscape to a softened one where stores were masked by
trees. Today, the motorist drives down a corridor of trees and the sidewalk pedestrians
see little of the street; their attention is directed toward shop fronts.

Measurements (see Table 3) support the esthetic generalizations. Collectively for
the six downtowns, tree numbers increased from 659 in 1971 to 1478 in 1997. Total
canopy increased by 1009 percent, from 37.344 square meters in 1971 to 407,355 square
meters in 1997. Tree numbers in each city increased with the greatest being in Los
Gatos, growing from 182 to 373. Of the six, Los Altos showed the largest canopy in the
parking lot at 43,870 square meters.



Land use change

The very nature of the downtowns, being composed of individually owned
properties and places of business, makes it virtually impossible to acquire data on
property values or rents. Sales tax revenues cannot be revealed by the California
State Franchise Tax Board due to laws disallowing disclosure of any indication of
the amount of sales of individual stores except by special order at high cost; for
shopping centers, data were available for use in this study being reported
collectively, as they are, for the shopping center as a whole, but only the large ones.

As a result, inferential data had to be employed to measure downtown area
growth and change and from these measurements an inference could be made of
property values, those for the past compared to those of the present, thus meeting
the goal of the study. Fortunately, a body of urban geography theory could be
applied to available data. Using these theories, the types of retail establishments
were observed, both at the present and via city directories to recreate the retail
landscape of 1971.

One major theory (Figure 44), that concerning the size and distribution of
central places, states that retail centers (both downtown areas and shopping centers)
of small cities will be trade centers for their immediate hinterlands and will offer
goods and services to serve those hinterlands. Emphasis is on low-level mass
appeal goods and services, such as general clothing stores and household goods and
convenience goods and services, such as cleaners, hair dressers, and shoe repair
shops. The threshold and range for higher order goods and services can be
profitably offered only in larger cities. Such goods and services require a large
customer base to reach a threshold base level of support for a store offering such
items. This means that only a relatively small portion of the population will be in
such a market, either because of restrictive high cost or lack of interest, e.g.,
specialized hobbies.

Given the nature of the study's downtowns, all were essentially small town
trading centers in 1971, engaged primarily in serving their immediate markets in the
immediate hinterland. Assessing the number and proportion of these businesses
would provide a quantitative base for comparison with figures of the present
situation.

That the downtowns have achieved a character today quite unlike what they
had twenty-five years ago is common knowledge. Visits to the downtowns by a
casual observer reveal what seems to be a high proportion of high-end shopping
establishments, and an unusually high number of eating and drinking places. As
should be obvious to all, the immediate market of these downtowns, their local
populace, would not be great enough to support all of these establishments, thus
suggesting the method to be employed should count and measure business
establishments of the two major types of: (1) high-end shopping and eating/drinking
retail stores; and (2) local service, local market related stores. In addition, theory
would suggest that in 1971, the old downtowns still exhibited remnants of mass
appeal shopping goods stores, ones that had not yet succumbed to the competition
from the burgeoning shopping centers.



The traditional threshold (bottom) demonstrates the basic theory that the market for
daily necessities serves a local population. At the top end of the continuum are
offerings of high-end goods and services. The upper graph illustrates how the six
downtowns have been transformed in the last quarter century from primarily local
markets to those serving a wider population.



Given these differences, all the stores in all downtowns were noted and placed
into the two broad classes, each containing a number of discrete types of stores, as the
following table indicates:

Types of retail goods and services establishments

Broad market, high-end

I. Eating and drinking (defined as all those offering seating and tables)
2. Home furnishings (including boutiques, gift shops, collectibles)
3. Specialty clothing (mainly women's clothing)
4. Art galleries and framing
5. Books and music
6. Jewelry
7. Specialized sporting goods
8. "Yellow Pages" items, those highly specialized offerings that often

select string street -locations but can prosper in old downtowns,
largely because of a readily recognizable address

9. Movie theaters

Local market, convenience

1. Local services (comprising shoe repair, cleaners, travel agents,
laundries, etc.)

2. Hair salons, nails, barber shops, beauty supplies
3. Banks
4. Printing, copying
5. Optical (glasses and optometrists)
6. Florists
7. Drugs and pharmacies
8. Cameras, one-hour developing, film, etc.
9. Stationery

10. Portrait photographers

For each of the six sites the initial task was to define the area of pedestrian
circulation. These areas are where customers arriving by car, and park either on the street
or in designated parking lots, shop on foot in a single visit to the downtown. Beyond
these areas, in each case, lie shopping, centers with theirown off-street parking, and are
not be considered to be an integral part of a downtown. Pedestrian circulation areas for
each city were:

Palo Alto: University Avenue, Hamilton Avenue, and Lytton Avenue between
Alma to the west and Cowper Street, plus the side streets between the half block south of
Hamilton and Lytton.

Mountain View: Castro Street from the railroad tracks to California Street plus
approximately a half block on either side of Castro on some of the cross streets.



The House of Brass on Santa
Cruz Avenue in Los Gatos is a
good example of a Broad Area
Customer Base, High End.
(Home Furnishings) retail store.

This shoe repair shop on Campbell
Avenue falls into the class of Local
Area Customer Base, Convenience.
Establishments of this type, serving
the local populace, are seen in all
six of the study's downtowns.

Los Altos: Main Street and State Street from Foothill Expressway to San
Antonio Street, plus sidestreets in between and adjacent parts of streets.

Los Gatos: Santa Cruz Avenue between Highway 17 entrance on the south and
Saratoga Avenue on the north, plus Main Street to near the high school.

Willow Glen: Lincoln Avenue from Willow Street to Minnesota plus a quarter
block on Willow Street.

Campbell: Campbell Avenue from Winchester Boulevard  on the west to the
railroad tracks on the east.

Retail goods and services establishments were placed into the classes
(introduced on the previous page) for both 1971 — from information provided in the
Polk Directories oy the Haines Directories — and 1997, from field observation.
Determination in the field is readily made. Examples below illustrate.



Findings for the downtowns

Findings are discussed under the two headings of: first, an accounting of
the trees in 1997 and their number and condition twenty-five years earlier; and
second, their conversion from the dominance of local area customer-base retail
providers of goods and services to dominance by broad area customer base,
high-end providers.

Tree cover

Tree cover in the downtowns, unlike the shopping centers where trees have
been planted either in the parking lots or on streetside berms, is found: (I) in
parking strips along the curbs; and (2) in parking lots located either at the rear of
stores lining arterials or in other designated parking lots, usually where buildings
have been razed. Ground photographs in Willow Glen and Los Altos, on the
following page, are examples.

The pattern of parking strip trees varies among the study downtowns. In
some, especially Palo Alto and Willow Glen, the trees have been planted close
enough together (and are mature enough) to have formed nearly a solid linear
canopy along each side of the main streets. A limit in size suggests itself. If the
canopies grow wider, branches will touch building fronts and will extend out
excessively over the street. One effect here is the obscuration of (during the full leaf
period of the year) of signs indicating the business establishments along the street
although the benefit may be well worth the cost. In the other four downtowns
spacing of the trunks is so wide that a continuous canopy cannot be achieved. An
attractive urbanscape is produced but maximum effect on cooling local "urban heat
islands" will not be made. At any rate, the degree of canopy is probably, to the
average city user, more conceptual than clinical. -

Parking lots also vary from one downtown to another in number, size, and
tree plantings. In all six study downtowns, offstreet parking lots have been created
to serve the large number of people coming in from considerable distances. Some
lots have been placed where buildings were razed, always on side streets rather than
using premium main street frontage. In others, large open spaces have been created
at the rear of principal street-facing stores.

The largest downtown, Palo Alto, has found it necessary to acquire several
vacant lots to devote to public parking. That these have a two hour limit (with a
further restriction by zone) manifests the success Palo Alto has had in attracting
customers to its downtown. These lots have a spattering of trees within them but in
no instances are solid canopies formed. Considering their relatively large areas of
dark asphalt surface, these lots would be ideal places to plant more heat island
mitigating trees. Most of the offstreet parking in Los Gatos is found in the long,
linear area paralleling

 
Santa Cruz Avenue and between Santa Cruz Avenue and

University Avenue that was once occupied by the main railroad line connecting
Santa Clara Valley and Santa Cruz. This has made for an ideal situation as the lots



at the rear of the stores facing long Santa Cruz Avenue provide ready short
distance access for shoppers going from car to store. Trees have been planted at
the outer edges of the lots but the interiors are virtually without  trees suggesting
an area ripe for additional plantings. Mountain View's lots are also found at the
rear of the businesses lining the main street (Castro) and provide parking for the
area's large restaurant trade. Trees are largely absent. The parking situation in
Los Altos is the best of the six sites as its parking lots were planned to parallel,
and lie between, the main streets (Main and State) and were planted thickly with
trees that now form solid canopies (see photo below). Willow Glen's parking
lots, again at the rear, on the west side of Lincoln Avenue are spacious but have
few trees. Campbell's lots are similar with but a few trees.

Examples of tree cover along principal streets and in parking lots are seen
below.



Figure 45

Trees in Downtown Palo Alto: 1971 and 1994



Fi g ure 46

Trees in Downtown Los Gatos: 1971 and 1996



Figure 47

Trees in Downtown Mountain View: 1971 and 1994



Figure 48

Trees in Downtown Los Altos: 1971 and 1994



Figure 49

Trees in Willow Glen: 1971 and 1996



Tree Cover Data

A complete inventory of all trees — by size class: 15 meter, 10 and 5
meter diameter crowns— was taken, through interpretation of the aerial
photographs and reported in Table 3. The early time data are from the 1971
photographs: the "current" data are from 1996 photography, where available,
and from 1994 data for the balance. Canopy was then computed for each class
and summed for each downtown.

In 1971, the three most affluent communities — Palo Alto, Los Altos,
and Los Gatos — demonstrated more of an urban forest than did Mountain
View, Willow Glen, and Campbell. Trees in the first three were more
numerous, larger, and had more canopy cover than the latter three. The aerial
photographs give evidence of attention and care given to planting trees (see the
1971 photo of Los Altos as the best example).

Of the latter three, Mountain View appears already to have been intent
on improving its environment, reflecting its early interest in establishing itself
as a restaurant center. Willow Glen had yet to receive its improvement monies
from San Jose's urban redevelopment funds, and even though the nearby
residential area had, even then, a reputation as a sylvan urbanscape, commercial
Lincoln Avenue continued on, following a past paradigm. Downtown
Campbell remained a paved over barren land.

By 1994-7, the urban forest situation shows dramatic change (see Table
3). Numbers of trees and size of canopy increased in all six downtowns. Palo
Alto and Los Gatos roughly double both their tree numbers and canopy area.
Los Altos doesn't show a doubling of tree numbers but their earlier extensive
planting pays off as these trees grow considerably allowing for a rough doubling
of canopy size. Mountain View too shows a doubling of numbers but canopy
nearly triples.

Latecomers Willow Glen and Campbell show the greatest increase in
tree planting and canopy growth. Willow Glen's Lincoln Avenue (see photo
again) is especially transformed.

To offset different histories and differences in absolute size, a
calculation was made of what was determined to be the most appropriate
measurement of the visual impact of a downtown's urban forest: the amount of
canopy that covers the streets, sidewalks, and parking lots, for it is here where
the downtown's customers drive, stroll, and park, and where they are most
abundantly aware of the presence (or absence) of trees. And, of course, these
are the only areas in downtowns where trees can be planted.

The area of streets, sidewalks, and parking lots was measured from the
aerial photographs after first calculating scale and making measurements with a
millimeter ruler. Percentages were then taken of the aggregated tree cover,
relative to these areas. Figure 51 shows the dramatic change.



Table 3

The Six Downtowns: Tree Number and Canopy: 1971 and 1994,6



Figure 5 1

Percentage of Tree Canopy Covering Streets, Sidewalks & Parking Lots



All downtowns show considerable gains in canopy growth proportional to area.
Variations are readily reconciled.

Palo Alto shows a rough doubling, of canopy but the current amount of cover may
seem intuitively small. This is because the visitor's conception of tree-lined University
Avenue and the side streets may fail to note the relatively few trees in the downtown's
many, and large area parking lots. Los Gatos, also doubling from 1971 to the present,
reaches a figure of close to a third of the street-parking lot area being shaded by trees
thanks to the presence of many street trees, those in the small plaza at Santa Cruz and
Main Streets, and because of the many large trees bordering, but not in the center area of
the city's parking lots. Mountain View's canopy proportions are low because of the near
barren parking lots. Los Altos doubled its canopy and ranks high although canopy
proportions are somewhat depressed owing to the large size of the city's parking lots.
Willow Glen's big jump to the present one-third canopy cover reflects mainly the large
trees on Lincoln Avenue and in some of the parking lots. Campbell's gain is imposing
but its present canopy cover of roughly seventeen percent is small, compared with the
other downtowns.

The Nature of the Business Establishments of the Six Downtowns

Clearly, the downtowns were physically changed, improved from 1971 to the
present. In addition to the planting and growth of the urban forest, other appurtenances
— street furniture, ornamental arches, planter boxes, fashionable color splashes — gave
these areas a look that was new, friendly, and competitively attractive to customers who
were being lured by major shopping, malls with their designer interiors, food fairs, and the
like. But, the question remained: did these improvements result in a greater number of
customers, of increased sales, and ultimately, higher land values? While a direct answer
is not possible, the surface indications of greater value, as discussed under method, were
equally clearly present. All six downtowns had moved from a position of being largely
local market business centers to regional or mini-regional centers.

Measurement of this phenomenon (reported in Table 4) involved the classifying
and recording of business establishments under the two broad headings of: (1) Broad area
customer base, high-end goods and services; and (2) Local area customer base,
convenience goods and services. Measurements were made for both 1971 (from business
directory data sources) and for the present, 1997. The broad classes are the aggregate of
discrete classes, as the table indicates.

The leading component of the Broad area customer base is the class embracing all
eating and drinking places. With the exception of Campbell, numbers here are
extraordinarily high: Palo Alto has 77, Los Gatos 43, and relatively small Mountain View
has 43, with restaurants appearing literally door to door along but a small three block
frontage on Castro Street. Los Altos has 33, and Willow Glen 26. Reasons for the
distribution vary. Palo Alto and Mountain View cater to surrounding high tech industrial
areas, especially for the lunch trade, with Palo Alto profiting from its Stanford
connection, especially on Saturday nights. Los Gatos also has a busy Saturday trade plus
other weekend, including Sunday, shoppers at its antique and boutique stores. Los Altos
benefits from its high-income neighborhood, and Willow Glen has become a San Jose
local center for dining, morning, coffee and bagels. Campbell brings up a distant rear, in
part because of the attraction of the Prune Yard shopping center, also within Campbell's
corporate limits.



Table 4

Business Establishments, Six Downtowns: 1971 and 1997



Figure 52

Broad Area Customer-Base — Local
Area Customer-Base: 1971 and 1997



Other sub-classes of the Broad Area Customer Base group further demonstrate
the move to high-end, and therefore higher value, goods and services offerings. The
class of home furnishings is a good case in point. The class, which comprises antique
stores, "collectibles," and gifts, offers goods to customers who are browsing among the
city's shops. These customers are attracted there, in part, because of the attractive (and
tree-studded) environment. On a given weekend day, these customers will sample the
merchandise at several stores, and probably take a libation or food at one of the many
outlets. In other words, these high-end places work in consort as an agglomeration of
attractions. A virtual guarantee of customers translates into higher values for urban
land, both perceived and real.

Other outlets in this high-end category support the agglomeration of retail
outlets, e.g., women's clothing stores offering a wide variety of styles from
manufacturers not represented in the mass-appeal shopping malls. The art
galleries/framing stores are constant attractions to persons wishing to enhance their
domiciles. The concomitant appearance of book stores, especially the modern ones
catering to browsers (and coffee drinker further augment the "good life."

The Local Area Customer Base stores offer goods and services to the truly local
people, those for whom the local downtown is their neighborhood shopping center.
Some of the very same retailers were, indeed, in these downtowns at the same locations
in 1971. But even within these, some change has occurred, largely due to exogenous
forces. For instance, the number of financial institutions has gone down, in part due to
bank branch closures and to the consolidation of institutions. Printing/copying has
gone way up thanks to technological change. Optical outlets have gone up, while
portrait photographers have declined, perhaps because of the advent of video cameras,
and home ownership of computer-enhanced photo manipulation equipment.

Aggregate figures by downtown 

Conversion from Local Area customer base to Broad Area customer base was
profound for all the six downtowns (see Figure 52). Usin g 	percent bar graphs,
nearly all of the study areas went from roughly one-third broad  area to two-thirds local
in 1971 to two-thirds broad area and one-third local at the present. This may represent
near maximum change considering that probably about a third local area offerings must
always be present to provide for the local, and immediate market. Also, an urban
geographic theory must be invoked, one that states that in the establishing of
equilibrium, success is copied and that the market place will be filled with competitors
until reaching the point where the weakest will not survive. This means, that, for
instance, the number of antique stores in Los Gatos reaches a peak, for the moment,
when all will profit. The addition of one or a few means that the weakest will not
achieve market share and will fail. The same rule can readily be applied to the other
sub-classes, such as as restaurants.

Retail types versus canopy cover

Again, the basic question is raised. What is the relationship between tree
canopy and business success, as demonstrated by the conversion to Broad Area
Customer Base provision of high-end goods and services? The bar graphs in Figure 53
& 54 provide an answer. For both 1971 and the present bar graphs of percent canopy
and percent Broad Area customer base are shown, side by side, for each downtown.



Figure 53

Percentage of Tree Canopy Covering Streets, Sidewalks, & Parking Lots
Relative to Broad Area Customer Base, High-End Goods and Services



Figure 54



In all six downtowns, the Broad Area customer base increased from
1971 to the present. and so did the percentage of canopy covering streets,
sidewalks, and parking lots. Palo Alto increased in both although its customer
base increased more than did its canopy suggesting that with business so good,
the incentive to afforest (in the parking lots) was somewhat reduced. Los Gatos
shows a similar trend. Mountain View too shows a big gain  in its retail
character while its increase in canopy was somewhat modest. In Los Altos, its
canopy grew — as a result of heavy earlier plantings — while its high-end retail
did not change proportionally as much considering that it was already catering
to a "high-end" clientele. Willow Glen's attention to tree planting appears to
have yielded proportionately the greatest gain. A tie with Willow Glen's sylvan
reputation may be cited. Campbell did relatively little to add canopy and the
increase in Broad Area customer base is in part an artifact of a small number of
cases and a the fairly large number of very small shops that form in part of the
total.

In sum, the relationship between increased business activity of a higher-
end nature and tree canopy is strong. Of course, the impact of other forces
cannot be dismissed. The general  increase in population numbers, the increase
in the level of affluence in SiliconValley, the demographics providing a large
population in the market for high-end good and services, and with the
disposable income to purchase them, must all be cited. Easier access is another.
The freeway connection to Los Gatos is good, and the same can be said of Palo
Alto, and Mountain View, and even Los Altos, with the connections from
Interstate 280. Willow Glen's access is more difficult although Lincoln
Avenue, as an arterial street causes many passing through to notice the area's
development. Campbell finds itself in the position of being near Highway 17
but having only awkward access. Winchester Boulevard passes to the west with
little notice of backwater Campbell Avenue, and the area is separated from
prosperous Prune Yard Shopping Center by Los Gatos Creek and the twin
"rivers" of the railroad and Highway 17.



Street scene along
Campbell Avenue, in
Campbell. This is a good
example of parking strip
tree plantings that are
physically attractive, yet
the commercial response
is not yet, at least, as
successful as local
planners would like.
Other factors detract from
Campbell's bid to match
the other study
downtowns in commercial
activity.

Field Observations in the Six Downtowns

This shop, in Los Gatos, selling nature photographs
is a good example of the high-end type of retail
establishment that has moved into the downtowns
in recent years as they have converted from local
market service centers to broad area markets for
specialized goods and services. Rents and land
values have increased as a result. One of the
parking strip trees can be seen on the right.

An outdoor eating area in an older
building in downtown Palo Alto. The
adjacent deciduous tree provides shade to
the luncheon customers in summer but
allows winter sun to warm this cozy spot.



A tree shades luncheon
diners at a restaurant
along a side street in
Los Gatos. The tree and
its related planter box
provide both shade
while breaking up the
inherent boxiness of the
building. The curved
awning and the
umbrella assist.

This parking lot, in Los Gatos, has large trees at its perimeter. The parking area
showing is actually the top floor of a parking structure ; cars are parked below.



Above: a near treeless, partially abandoned shopping center, near Edgewood, Maryland; the
only open stores are near the center's lonesome tree, in the distance.

Shopping Center Contrasts; a 1997 example from eastern U.S.

A new, landscaped neighborhood class shopping center has recently been built across the highway (US 40) from
the one above. Attraction of the new over the old is obvious with its landscaping, trees, and modern architecture.



Conclusions

Conclusions resulting, from the study are:

The valid way to study the relationships between tree cover (the
urban forest) and viability of commercial businesses in shopping
centers and old downtowns is to measure both for two time periods
and compare the products. In this study, the base date was 1971 and
the latter date was the present.

Historical and current vertical air photographs are ideal as they are
easily interpreted and measurements can readily be made from
them.

Using the above led to the primary finding 6f the study: a high
degree of association exists between urban tree cover and the
presence of high-end offerings of goods and services. That retail
offerings have converted from primarily a local market service
base in 1971 to a predominant offering of goods and services to a
broad area market (for all the downtowns and many of the
shopping centers) and to significant changes for the others is a
good indication that urban land values in these areas has also
greatly increased in the 1971-1997 period.

The six downtowns have undergone radical change during the
study time period changing from local neighborhood centers to
broad market area centers with an almost Bay Area wide
clientele. They serve as major examples of the revival of
downtowns, forming a model others seek to follow. Tree
plantings form a significant part of revitalization.

A sylvan ambiance, shown to be of value in improving
residential areas, proves to enhance commercial areas as
well.

All obviously successful shopping centers and downtowns
have many trees. , while poorer shopping centers have few,
although a few aberrations are seen.

Several of the shopping  centers have remained unchanged since
their construction in the 1950s and 1960s. Some have survived
thanks to other favorable forces at work, such as a good location
or conversion of an ethnic neighborhood.

A valuable by-product of the study has been the ability to offer
prescriptions as to target areas for planting more trees, parking lots
in particular.
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